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Part 2: Build your own Map Tour with ArcGIS Online 

Tutorial Overview 

In this tutorial, students will create and publish their own Map Tour application, a type of Story Map Web 
application, through ArcGIS Online.  This tutorial is intended as a follow-up to Part 1: Building a Map Tour 
with ArcGIS Online, where a Map Tour application was created based on provided data. 

 
Skills 

By completing this tutorial, you will become comfortable with the following GIS skills: 

1. Collect and organize data from potential sources 
2. Prepare data for consumption within Web Mapping application 
3. Build and configure a Web Mapping application 

Time Required 

The following is classroom time required to complete this tutorial: 

 30 – 120 minutes** 
** Time can vary depending on data being collected 

Materials Required 

Technology: 

 Internet browser (e.g., Mozilla Firefox, Google Chrome, Safari, Internet Explorer)  

 ArcGIS Online (Public or Organization account) 

 Microsoft  Excel 

 ArcGIS for Desktop (Optional) 

 Text Editor: Notepad (alternative to Microsoft  Excel) (Optional) 

Data: 

 No data is provided with this tutorial. However, data from Part 1: Building a Map Tour with ArcGIS 
Online can be referenced as a template and found in the Intro_to_StoryMaps folder.  

 
Production Date 

The Education and Research Group at Esri Canada makes every effort to present accurate and reliable 
information. The Web sites and URLs used in this tutorial are from sources that were current at the time 
of production but are subject to change without notice to Esri Canada. 

 Production Date: October, 2013 
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Background Information 

Web mapping applications no longer need to be created by Web Developers or GIS Specialists. They can 
now be developed by anyone with a basic user experience and familiarity with Web and mobile 
technologies. Web applications like the Map Tour can serve not only the general public, but also the 
needs of specific communities and organizations who want to convey information to others in a Web map. 

The high-level view of the workflow for this tutorial is described as follows: 

1. Develop a conceptual story plan 

2. Gather data for your story 

a. Data should contain location information with coordinates of features in addition to 

multimedia content such as hosted images or videos 

3. Create a Web map(s) 

a. Add your data to the Web map 

b. Choose an appropriate basemap 

c. Save and share the map 

4. Publish the map as a Map Tour application and configure it in “Builder mode” 

In the following steps, you will collect data that are of interest to you, then create and save your Web map 
based on these data. The process you will then follow to create your Map Tour is similar to Part 1: 
Building a Map Tour with ArcGIS Online. 

 

References and Reading 

 About Shapefiles (Esri, 2013) - 
http://resources.arcgis.com/en/help/arcgisonline/index.html#/About_shapefiles/010q000000m200
0000/ 

 Adding links to your map tour content (Esri, 2013) - 
http://blogs.esri.com/esri/arcgis/2013/03/29/add-links-map-tour/  

 Building Story Maps Best Practices (Esri, 2013) - 
http://storymaps.esri.com/downloads/Building%20Story%20Maps.pdf  

 Creating a new Shapefile (Esri, 2013) - 
http://resources.arcgis.com/en/help/main/10.2/index.html#//005600000004000000 

 Map Tour Storytelling Template (Esri, 2013) - https://github.com/Esri/map-tour-storytelling-
template-js/raw/master/Readme.pdf 

http://resources.arcgis.com/en/help/arcgisonline/index.html#/About_shapefiles/010q000000m2000000/
http://resources.arcgis.com/en/help/arcgisonline/index.html#/About_shapefiles/010q000000m2000000/
http://blogs.esri.com/esri/arcgis/2013/03/29/add-links-map-tour/
http://storymaps.esri.com/downloads/Building%20Story%20Maps.pdf
http://resources.arcgis.com/en/help/main/10.2/index.html#//005600000004000000
https://github.com/Esri/map-tour-storytelling-template-js/raw/master/Readme.pdf
https://github.com/Esri/map-tour-storytelling-template-js/raw/master/Readme.pdf
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Part A: Develop a story plan 

Good stories should be clear and easy to follow. A good Map Tour will focus on one aspect of a subject or 
event and be supported by specific data. Map Tours can also be used to highlight different analysis 
results from a project. What you choose to focus on does not just have to be about the best food in a 
neighbourhood, rather with the appropriate data collected this application allows you to highlight a change 
in political landscape, or the effects of natural disasters like hurricanes, or earthquakes.  Challenge 
yourself to think about outside the box because the story you decide to tell could be on anything.  

The story you choose to tell will require careful planning: 

1. Start by answering the following general questions:  

a. Who is your intended audience? (Age, knowledge about the subject, etc.) 

b. What overall message do you want to convey to a user of your Map Tour through data 

and maps?  

c. What is your goal in telling this story? (To provide information, to entertain, or to 

educate?) 

2. Develop your story plan, even if in point form. Describe the data, maps, and other information that 

you will include in your Map Tour.  

Refer back to your story plan and your answers to the general questions as you work through this tutorial. 

Part B: Collect your data 

What data do you need to collect to tell your story? Once you have decided on the story you want to tell, if 
you do not have data collected already, the next step is to gather data that will help you tell that story.  

1. Consider the data elements needed to tell this story, and start your search for data. These may 

include: 

a. Point, line, or polygon features 

b. Images or video (your own or from a Web site)  

For a Map Tour, you need to have a set of images or videos and associated URLs for each one. Feature 
data can be added to your Web map to support images in the Map Tour. 

2. Search the Web for data and associated elements that are missing from your story. 

Where should you start looking? There are many potential sources for data such as: 

 Web maps and services available through ArcGIS Online 

 Open data sites from Federal, Province or Municipal sources: 

o http://esri.ca/en/content/open-data 

 3
rd

 party data providers (e.g., DMTI Spatial, Tom Tom) 

 

3. Download the data that you think best tell your story and organize the datasets in a folder on your 

computer. If you are using pictures or video, you may find it may be easier to create a text file 

with the URLs for these data rather than downloading them individually. If you are using Web 

http://esri.ca/en/content/open-data
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maps or services, make note of the Web Map ID/URL in the same file. Do not unzip any 

Shapefiles, as you can upload them to your Web map in .zip format at a later stage. 

Part C: Prepare your data 

The easiest way to prepare the data that are the centrepiece of your Map Tour is to use Microsoft Office’s 
Excel application, but you can also achieve the same output by using any text editor, or by using ArcGIS 
for Desktop. You can refer to the Burgers.csv file that was included with Part 1 of this tutorial for 
reference. However, the required fields and suggested names for them are listed as follows: 

Field Name Description Alternate headings 

Longitude In decimal degree format (-180 – 180 degrees) Long 

Latitude In decimal degree format (-90 – 90 degrees) Lat 

Name Name of the feature being described name, title, name-short, name-
long 

Caption Descriptive text used to describe the feature, event, or result that you wish to 
highlight in your map tour 

description, caption, snippet, 
comment 

Picture Image associated with location, name and description. Typically 1000 pixels wide 
x 750 pixels tall 

pic_url, url, pic, picture 

Thumbnail Smaller image 200 pixels wide x 130 pixels tall of Picture URL thumb_url, thumb, thumbnail 

Color Colour assigned to each point in the map tour. Can be Red, Blue, Green, or 
Purple. 

icon_color, color, style 

 

If you want to include street addresses instead of latitude and longitude coordinates, note that the format 
that ArcGIS Online is looking for is as follows when geocoding (i.e., locating the points on your map): 

 One Field -  

 Address: e.g., 12 Concorde Place, Toronto, ON M3C3R8 

OR 

 Multiple Fields -  

 Address: e.g., 12 Concorde Place 

 City: e.g., Toronto 

 Province: e.g., ON 

 Postal Code: e.g., M3C 3R8 

 

 

ArcGIS Online can also 
geocode based on the Country, 
Province/State, and Postal Code 
/Zip Code individually. 
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You can link your point layer to images and videos within your Map Tour. These can be hosted on a Web 
site that you enjoy, or even to photos that you have taken yourself and posted to Flickr, Picasa, or 
Facebook. Linking to these tools is discussed in the Publish and Configure section below.  

You can also add links to hosted videos available through YouTube, Vimeo, and other sources. If you 
want to take advantage of this function, copy the embedded link of the video you wish to share, and add it 
into the point layer you are creating as shown below:  

 

 

For a Map Tour application to function, you need at least one point layer. There are four methods for 
creating this point layer so it can be recognized by the Map Tour application in ArcGIS Online. Point 
layers can be:  

1. Created as a CSV (Comma Separated Value) file;  

2. Created within ArcGIS for Desktop from a Shapefile, then zipped/compressed and added into the 

ArcGIS.com Map Viewer; 

3. Created within ArcGIS for Desktop working with a Feature Class from a Geodatabase and then 

exported as a CSV file; or   

4. Published through ArcGIS Online or ArcGIS for Server as an Esri Feature Service.  

 

Note 1: Shapefiles have a maximum length of 254 characters for text fields, which may be a 
limiting factor for some of your image captions.  

Note 2: Esri Feature Services require access to either an ArcGIS Online subscription or ArcGIS 
for Server.  
 

The steps below describe how to create a CSV file to use in a Map Tour application in addition to 
exporting a spatial data format like a Shapefile or Feature Class out of ArcGIS for Desktop to a CSV file. 

 

Using Microsoft Excel (or alternate Text Editor) to create a CSV file 

1. Start organizing your attribute information in either Excel or a Text Editor: 

a. A best practice is first to establish the required column headings.  

b. Add the first point in your tour, with either coordinates in Decimal Degrees or a street 

address.  

c. What are you describing? Next, add a name and description/caption. 

d. Add the URLs for images and thumbnails that you want associated with the above 

coordinates and name. 
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Note: If the order of the points matters in your Map Tour, you can add an additional column for 
the order and then sort your points (largest to smallest, smallest to largest, or alphabetical) to 
change the order.  The order will be saved when you save your work. 

2. Work your way through this process and for each point you want to add in your tour and be sure 

to save your work as you progress. 

a. Save your work using the file format CSV (Comma delimited) 

 

 

In using these Web tools, you must remember to be conscious of any copyright implications that may 
exist for works that are not your own. Also, note that collecting and assembling your data, images/URLs, 
and writing your descriptive captions is likely to be the most time consuming part of creating your map 
tour. 

 

Using ArcGIS for Desktop to create a CSV file 

As an alternative, if you are creating your own data within ArcGIS for Desktop, you can do the following to 
create a new Shapefile, or, if working with a Geodatabase, Feature Class. 
 

1. From the Catalog window within ArcMap, select a folder. 

a. Right-click on the folder, scroll down to New, and then select Shapefile 

i. Give the new Shapefile a name 

ii. Choose the appropriate point geometry 

b. Define the Shapefile's coordinate system. 

i. Here you can either select, import, or define a new coordinate system. 

1. Select the coordinate system that matches ArcGIS Online’s coordinate 

system for basemaps. For this tutorial select WGS 1984.  

c. Click OK. 

 

2. Add the relevant fields you would need to the Shapefile or Feature Class’s Attribute table. 

a. Open the Attribute table 

i. Choose Add field 
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1. Give the field an approriate name (less than or equal to13 characters) 

2. Choose field type: 

a. Text is used for NAME, CAPTION, and URLs;  

b. Double is used for Latitude and Longitude fields 

 

3. Begin editing your point layer and populate the relevant fields as you progress. 

 

4. You can use properties of the Shapefile and Feature Class data types by calculating the 

geometry (e.g., calculating the Longitude and Latitude) for each point.  

b. Add two additional fields and select Double as the field type for each respectively 

i. Longitude 

ii. Latitude 

c. Right-click on the field header, scroll down and select Calculate Geometry 

i. Be sure that a Geographic Coordinate System (GCS) is identified and the units 

are set to Decimal Degrees. 

 

 
 

5. Once you do this, you can then export the points to a Text file (CSV) from the Attribute table. 

 

Part D: Create your Web map 

Similarly to Part 1, once you have collected and assembled your data, you can begin to create a Web 
map with ArcGIS Online.  

1. Login to ArcGIS Online https://www.arcgis.com/home/signin.html. 

 

 

 

 

https://www.arcgis.com/home/signin.html
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2. Create a new Web map. 

a. Add your data into the Map Viewer by browsing to the folder containing the data you 

collected/prepared 

b. Select an appropriate Basemap 

 

3. Save your Web map. 

Part E: Publish and Configure the Map Tour application 

The next step is to share your Web map as a Web application. At this stage, you should decide who, 
either inside or outside your organization’s subscription, will be able to view your Map Tour application. 

1. Share and Publish your select Map Tour application. 

 

2. Configure the application within Builder mode. The image below provides an overview of 

configuring the Map Tour application in Builder mode. 

Note: If the application finds the attributes that it is looking for in your point layer, then all the 
functions available within Builder mode will appear. Otherwise you will be prompted to fix them 
within the Settings menu when configuring the application. 

 

 

 

 

Edit title and subtitle/summary 

Main Tools: Save or Cancel changes 

Settings, switch to View Mode 

Select a point to move it 
or change colour 

Media tools, change URL for 
main image/video or 
thumbnail 

Map Tour Tools: Add individual points, Organize 
points, or Import from photo sharing sites or 
another CSV file Click on a thumbnail to select a map tour point 

Edit name and caption for tour point 
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3. If you chose to embed a video, you will need to tell the Map Tour application that it should be 

looking for a video as opposed to pictures when in Builder mode. 

 

a. Click on the Change media button (Top left of application). You will be guided through 

changing the application to point from an image URL to a YouTube or Vimeo (embedded 

URL). The video links that you want to include in the Map Tour application can be 

inserted manually within Builder mode or added into the CSV file, or Esri Feature 

Service, when preparing the data as you would have done in Part C above. 

 

 

 

4. Click Apply, and then Save your changes. 

 

5. If you wish to import additional online photos from photo sharing services you can do so by 

clicking the Import button above the thumbnails in the Map Tour application. 

Note: If the pictures are referenced in the CSV file that you created above, then, similar to Part 1 
of this tutorial, you would see them appear already, so it is not necessary to select the option 
Referenced in a CSV.  

 
 

This allows you to access pictures that are already hosted somewhere on the Web by storing the relevant 
URLs in a Web map. The pictures are not stored in ArcGIS Online, but are referenced through the Map 
Tour application and require either a login or an ID for authentication.  

If you want more information on importing pictures from hosted locations you can click on “Map Tour 
Help” within the Import dialogue box. 
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6. Click Save under Application Configuration when finished, then click the View mode button 

. 

At this point your Map Tour application should now be ready to share, either through a browser or via a 
mobile device. Remember to decide who, either inside or outside your organization’s subscription, will be 
able to view your Map Tour application. 

 

Future Considerations  

 Basics of Storytelling – http://esri.ca/en/content/basics-storytelling  

 Creating Web applications - http://esri.ca/en/content/creating-web-applications 
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